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Probability of anomalously large bit-error rate in long haul optical transmission
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We consider a linear model of optical transmission through a fiber with birefringent disorder in the presence
of amplifier noise. Both disorder and noise are assumed to be weak, i.e., the average bit-error rate~BER! is
small. The probability distribution function~PDF! of rare violent events leading to the values of BER much
larger than its typical value is estimated. We show that the PDF has a long algebraiclike tail.
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Optical fibers are widely used for transmission of info
mation. In an ideal case, information carried by pulses wo
be transmitted nondamaged. In reality, however, various
pairments lead to information loss. Noise generated by o
cal amplifiers and fiber birefringence are the two major i
pairments in high-speed fiber communications. The ampli
noise is short-correlated in time, while the birefringence v
ies significantly along the optical line and is practically fr
zen in time, since the characteristic temporal scale of s
variations is long compared to the signal propagation ti
through the entire fiber line. Coexistence of two differe
sources of randomness characterized by two well-separ
time scales is common in statistical physics of disorde
systems. A classical example is the glassy behavior drive
short-correlated thermal noise in a system with frozen str
tural disorder.~See, e.g., Ref.@1# and later discussion.! Com-
plete statistical description of a system, with both disor
and noise present, requires the two step averaging, and
mally introducing a so-called higher-order statistics, i.e.
probability distribution function~second-step averaging ove
the disorder! of a quantity defined in terms of another pro
ability distribution function ~first-step averaging over th
noise!. Extreme non-Gaussianity of the higher-order sta
tics is an important feature of the disordered systems@1#. In
this paper we show that, first, the disordered system
proach is appropriate for optical fiber systems, and seco
we report emergence of an extremely non-Gaussian ta
the optical fiber system higher-order statistics.

Birefringent disorder is caused by weak random elliptic
of the fiber cross section. Birefringence splits the pulse i
two polarization components and also leads to pulse bro
ening@2–4#. This effect known as polarization mode dispe
sion ~PMD! have been extensively studied experimenta
@5–10# and theoretically@11#. PMD is usually characterized
by the so-called PMD vector that was found to obey Gau
ian statistics@11#. It was also shown, e.g., in Ref.@12#, that
first-order PMD compensation corresponding to cancella
of the PMD vector on the carrier frequency is experimenta
implementable. Higher-order generalizations of the PM
vector ~introduced to resolve a complex frequency dep
dence of the PMD phenomenon with higher accuracy! as
well as a suggestion on how to compensate for PMD
higher orders have been also discussed@14# and imple-
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mented experimentally, e.g., in Ref.@13#. Common wisdom
hiding behind the standard approach says that one sh
start with evaluating effects of PMD and amplifier noi
separately and then estimate the joint effect taking the
pairments on equal footing. In this paper we challenge t
equal-footing approach. We show that the overall effects
temporal noise and structural disorder may not be separ
since bit-error rate~BER! strongly depends on a realizatio
of birefringent disorder. Thus, the PDF of BER and esp
cially its tail corresponding to large values of BER are t
objects of prime interest and practical importance for d
scribing the probability of the system outage.

Our paper is organized as follows. We start with introdu
ing and discussing the equation for an optical pulse evolu
in a birefringent fiber also influenced by the amplifier nois
BER produced by the amplifier noise for a given realizati
of the birefringent disorder is analyzed first. Then we d
scribe the PDF of BER, found by averaging over many re
izations of disorder. Some general remarks conclude the
per.

The envelope of the electromagnetic~optical! field propa-
gating through optical fiber in the linear regime~i.e., at rela-
tively low pulse intensity!, which is subject to PMD distor-
tion and amplifier noise, satisfies the following equati
@2,3,15#:

]zC2 i D̂~z!C2m̂~z!] tC2 id~z!] t
2C5j~z,t !, ~1!

z, t, j, andd being the position along the fiber, the retard
time ~measured in the reference frame moving with the o
tical signal!, the amplifier noise, and the chromatic dispe
sion coefficient, respectively. The envelopeC is a two-
component complex field where the components stand
two polarization states of the optical signal. Birefringent d
order is characterized by two random Hermitian 232 trace-
less matricesD̂ and m̂ measuring fiber birefringence in th
first and second order and corresponding to the first
terms of the expansion inv2v0 with v and v0 being the
signal and carrier frequencies, respectively. The disorde
frozen at least on all the propagation-related time scales,
the two matrices can be considered to bet independent. The
random matrixD̂(z) can be excluded from the consideratio
©2003 The American Physical Society19-1
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using a transformation to the coordinate system rotating
gether with the signal polarization state at the carrier f
quency:C→V̂C, j→V̂j andm̂→V̂m̂V̂21. The unitary ma-
trix V̂(z) is the ordered exponential,T exp@i*0

zdz8D̂(z8)#

defined as the solution of the equation,]zV̂5 i D̂V̂, with
V̂(0)51̂. Hereafter, we use the notationm̂, j, andC for the
renormalized objects whereas the original objects will be
more referred to. With this notation the equation forC has
the same form as Eq.~1! if we set D̂50. Note that if no
additive noise is taken into account, the resulting renorm
ized equation description is completely equivalent to the
ditional fiber optics linear mode coupling theory approa
@11# under the assumption of weak coupling between nor
linear modes. The solution of the renormalized equation
be partitioned into a sum of a homogeneous contributionw
insensitive to the additive noise and an inhomogeneous c
ponentf:

w5Ŵ~z!C0~ t !, f5E
0

z

dz8Ŵ~z!Ŵ21~z8!j~z8,t !, ~2!

Ŵ~z!5expF i E
0

z

dz8d~z8!] t
2GT expF E

0

z

dz8m̂~z8!] tG , ~3!

whereC0 describes the input pulse shape~at z50).
We assume the optical system lengthZ to be much larger

than the distance between the nearest amplifier stations~the
stations are set to compensate for losses in the pulse in
sity!. Coarse graining on the interamplifier scale allows tre
ing amplification in the continuous limit. Zero in averag
additive noisej is the amplification leftover. The amplifie
noise has Gaussian statistics@16# and its correlation time~set
by quantum excitation processes in amplifiers! is much
shorter then the pulse width. Therefore, the statistics ofj is
fully determined by its pair correlation function

^ja~z1 ,t1!jb* ~z2 ,t2!&5Djdabd~z12z2!d~ t12t2!, ~4!

and the coefficientDj characterizes the noise strength.
Averaging over birefringent disorder is of different natur

Statistics here is collected over different fibers or, alter
tively, over different states of the same fiber collected o
time ~birefringence is known to vary on a time scale subst
tially exceeding the pulse propagation time!. The matrixm̂
can be expanded in the Pauli matricesm̂(z)5hj (z)ŝ j where
hj is a real three-component field. The field is zero in av
age and short-correlated inz ~since the typical scale of th
birefringence variations is small compared to the propaga
distanceZ). It enters the observables described by Eqs.~2!
and~3! in an integral form and, according to the central lim
theorem, can be treated as a Gaussian random field desc
by the following pair correlation function:

^hi~z1!hj~z2!&5Dmd i j d~z12z2!, ~5!
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whereDm characterizes the disorder strength. Note that e
though the originalm̂ entering Eq.~1! is anisotropic the isot-
ropy of hj @implied in Eq. ~5!# is restored as a result of th
m̂→V̂m̂V̂21 transformation.

We consider the return-to-zero modulation format wh
pulses in a given frequency channel are well separatedt.
Detection of a pulse at the fiber output corresponding
z5Z requires a measurement of the pulse intensityI,

I 5E dtG~ t !uK C~Z,t !u2, ~6!

where the functionG(t) is a convolution of the electrica
~current! filter function with the sampling window function
~limiting the information slot!. The linear operatorK in Eq.
~6! stands for an optical filter and may also incorporate
variety of engineering ‘‘tricks’’ applied to the output signa
C(Z,t). Ideally, I takes a distinct value if the bit encode
‘‘1’’ and is negligible if the bit encodes ‘‘0.’’ Both the noise
and disorder enforceI to deviate from its ideal value. On
declares the output signal to encode 0 or 1 if the value ofI is
less or larger than the decision thresholdI 0. The information
is lost if the output value of the bit differs from the input on
The probability of such event should be small~this is a man-
datory condition for a successful fiber line performance!, i.e.,
both impairments typically cause only small distortion of
pulse. Formally, this meansDjZ!1, DmZ!1, where the
initial signal width and its amplitude are both rescaled to

Below we focus our analysis on the initially ‘‘1’’ bit. We
do not consider the evolution of a zero bit since it does
contribute to the anomalously large values of BER, which
are mainly interested to describe. The probability to lose
‘‘1’’ bit is B5*0

I 0dI P(I ). HereP(I ) is the PDF of the signa
intensity ~6! ~which fluctuates due to the noisej) for the
initial signalC0 corresponding to the bit ‘‘1.’’ In engineering
practice BER is measured collecting the statistics over m
initially identical pulses~since different pulses sense diffe
ent realizations of the noise, this averaging over differ
pulses is actually equivalent to the noise averaging!. Repeat-
ing the measurement ofB many times~each separated from
the previous one by a time interval larger than the charac
istic time of the disorder variations or, alternatively, maki
measurements on different fibers! one constructs the PDF
S(B) of B. The PDF achieves its maximum atB0, a typical
value of B. Even though the average distortion of a pul
caused by the noise and disorder is weak, rare but vio
events may substantially affect the optical system per
mance. The probability of such rare events is determined
S(B) taken atB@B0. Our further analysis is focused on th
PDF tail.

Mentioning the importance of accounting for an approp
ate form of the linear operatorK, we restrict our discus-
sion to two possibilities, when the optical filtering is accom
panied by an overall time shift~this operation is usually
called ‘‘setting the clock’’! or by a compensation achieved b
insertion of an additional piece of fiber with adjustable bir
fringence. An optical filter is required to separate differe
frequency channels. In addition, the filter smoothes out
9-2
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otherwise strong impact on the pulse caused by ampl
noise temporal ultra-locality. ‘‘Setting the clock’’ procedu
is formalized asKclC5C(t2tcl), wheretcl is an optimal
time delay. The so-called first-order compensation me
K1C5exp@2Hjŝj]t#C, where H j[*0

Zdz hj (z) and the
usual exponent~instead of the ordered one! enters Eq.~3!. In
the engineering practice or laboratory experiments all th
strategies~along with some additional ones! can be applied
simultaneously. Below we imply that the optical filter is a
ways inserted. As far as the ‘‘setting the clock’’ and the fir
order compensation procedures are concerned we inten
compare those effects with the pure~no compensation! case.

The first step in our calculations is finding the value ofB
for a given disorder realization. In this case thew part of the
envelopeC is a constant~dependent on the disorder! while
the f contribution fluctuates. One obtains from Eqs.~2! and
~4! that f is a zero mean Gaussian variable with the p
correlation function

^fa~z,t1!fb* ~z,t2!&5Djzdabd~ t12t2!.

Note that the statistics off is sensitive neither to the chro
matic dispersion coefficientd nor to the birefringence matrix
m̂. Thus, averaging over the noise statistics is reduced
Gaussian path integral overf. The inequalityDjZ!1 jus-
tifies the saddle-point evaluation of the integral and also
lows estimating lnB as lnP(I0). Therefore, one finds that th
productDjZ ln B is a negative quantity of order 1 insensitiv
to the noise characteristics. This quantity depends on
initial signal profileC0, disorderhj , integral chromatic dis-
persion*0

Zd(z)dz, and also on the details of the measu
ment and compensation procedures.

We next analyze the dependence ofB on the birefringent
disorder. The smallness ofDjZ means that even weak diso
der can produce large deviations ofB from its typical value
B0 @ ln B0;2(DjZ)21# corresponding tohj50. Therefore
ln(B/B0) can be expanded as a series inhj . The leading
contribution is found upon expanding the ordered expon
tial ~3! @enteringw in accordance with Eq.~2!# in a series in
h, followed by substituting the result forw into Eq. ~6!, and
performing the saddle-point calculations aiming to fi
P(I 0). The smallness ofDjZ enables us to substitute lnB by
ln P(I0). Then, in the second order inh, one obtains

ln~B/B0!5G/~DjZ!,

G5m1H31m2H j
21m28E

0

Z

dz1E
0

z1
dz2@h1~z1!h2~z2!

2h2~z1!h1~z2!#, ~7!

where the initial pulseC0 is assumed to be linearly pola
ized. The coefficientsm entering Eq.~7! are sensitive to the
initial signal profileC0, chromatic dispersion, and the me
surement procedure. These coefficients can be calcul
only numerically, however, some conclusions based on
general form of Eq.~7! can be drown without these detaile
calculations.
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If no compensation is applied to the output sign
m2;1, whereasm1 andm28 constitute corrections related t
the temporal asymmetry of the pulse~generated by the opti
cal filter! and to the so-called pulse chirp, respectively. If
compensation is applied the leading role is played by the
term in Eq.~7!, and one arrives at lnP'2G2/(2m1

2DmZ). If
the ‘‘setting the clock’’ procedure is applied~with tcl depen-
dent onh: twcl5t02H3, with t0 being the optimal time shift
without disorder! the first-order term in the right-hand side o
Eq. ~7! cancels out and the second-order term is domina
by m2(H1

21H2
2). According to Eqs.~2! and~3! the statistics

of B depends on the integral dispersion*0
Zdz d(z). In prac-

tice, some special technical efforts~dispersion compensa
tion! are made to reduce it, so that usually this quantity
small. If the initial pulse is real~no chirp! and the integral
dispersion is small, thenm28 is negligible. In this case Eq.~5!
leads to the following PDF ofG:

P~G!5
1

2m2DmZ
expS 2

G

2m2DmZD . ~8!

If the first-order compensation scheme, described byK1, is
used the first two terms in the right-hand side of Eq.~7!
cancel out,m15m250, and if alsom28Þ0 one arrives at

P~G!5~2DmZm28!21cosh21S pG

2m28DmZ
D , ~9!

replacing Eq.~8!. Comparing Eqs.~8! and~9! with the result
for the no-compensation case we conclude that the com
sation leads to much narrower PDF. Ifm28 is also 0~i.e., the
first-order compensation is applied and the output signa
not chirped! the higher-order terms in the expansion ofG in
hj should be accounted for. This case will be discussed e
where.

Let us now analyze the PDF ofB, S(B). ExpressingG via
B according to Eq.~7! followed by substituting the result into
Eq. ~8! for the PDF ofG leads to the following expressio
for the remote,B@B0, tail of the PDF ofB in the ‘‘setting
the clock’’ case:

S~B!dB;
B0

adB

B11a
, a5

Dj

2m2Dm
. ~10!

The applicability range for Eq. ~10! is given by
1@G@DmZ that transforms into 1/(DjZ)@ ln(B/B0)
@Dm/Dj . If no compensation is applied, Eq.~10! transforms
into lnS'2Dj2Z/(2Dmm1

2), while in the first-order com-
pensation case explained by Eq.~9!, the asymptotic result for
the PDF tail~10! remains valid withm2 replaced bym28/p.
The dependence of the PDF on BER is illustrated
Fig. 1. One also finds from Eq.~10! that the outage probabil
ity, O[*B

*

1 dBS(B), whereB* is some fixed value taken

to be much larger than B0, is estimated as
ln O;(Dj /Dm)ln(B0 /B* ).
9-3
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There is also a universal remote tail ofS(B) correspond-
ing to huge fluctuations of the disorder when the signa
almost destroyed by the fluctuations. In this extreme caseI is
close toI 0 already atj50. ThenB describes the probability
that the inhomogeneous contributionf would fill the re-
maining small gap betweenI and I 0. Thus one gets lnB;
2f2/(DjZ). The value off is proportional to the deviation
dh of the h-disorder term from such a special configuratio
hsp , which gives I 5I 0 at j50. Thus, lnB;2(dh)2Z/Dj .
The logarithm of the probability for such disorder config
ration to occur is a sum of two contributions:;
21/(DmZ), corresponding to the special configuration,hsp ,
and the other one;dh/Dm , corresponding todh. One ar-
rives at the following expression for the probability densi

ln S~B!'2
C1

DmZ
1C2A Dj

Dm
2 Z

ln
1

B
, ~11!

where C1,25O(1). Equation ~11! holds when
(DmZ)2!DjZu ln Bu!1. Note that the remote tail~11! decays
with B faster than the algebraic one~10!.

FIG. 1. Schematic log-log plot of the PDF of bit-error rate.
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Equation ~10! describes our major result. The PDF
BER has a long algebraic tail. The exponenta of the alge-
braic decay is proportional to the ratio of the amplifier no
variance,Dj to the birefringent disorder varianceDm . This
statement clearly shows that effects of noise and disorder
actually, inseparable. Another interesting feature of Eq.~10!
is that the exponenta is Z independent. The only
Z-dependent factor in the final result~10! is the overall nor-
malization factorB0

a . Note also that some numerical resul
consistent with Eq.~10! are already available. Thus, Fig. 2~a!
of Ref. @17# replotted in log-log variables shows a line
relation between lnS and lnB, i.e., just the algebraic deca
predicted by Eq.~10!.

Our approach to the fiber optics communication subjec
to noise and disorder is close ideologically to the one p
posed by Parisi@1# for the Sherrington-Kirpatrick model o
spin glasses. Indeed, the PDFPJ(q) for a pair of ~many!
glassy states to have the overlapq for a given realization of
the exchange disorderJ corresponds to ourP(I ) conditioned
to the state of the birefringent disorderh;
YJ(q)5*q

qmaxdq8PJ(q8), with qmax being the maximal over-
lap, corresponds to our BER,B(h); and, finally, the PDF of
YJ(q), which is the spin glass order parameter, is equival
to the major object of our study, the PDF of BER. Also no
that our analytical statement on the algebraiclike tail of
PDF of BER is equivalent to the algebraic dependence of
PDF of YJ(q) on 12YJ(q)!1 found for the spin-glass
model numerically and also estimated via approximate r
lica calculations@1#. Finally, we find it useful to stress tha
our major result that the PDF of BER is characterized by
algebraiclike long tail is universal, i.e., it allows generaliz
tions to a variety of other, e.g., nonlinear, problems in fib
optics where joint effects of noise and disorder are importa

It is our pleasure to thank to I. Gabitov for numero
valuable discussions.
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